Abstract. The sweep-line method is an explicit-state model checking technique that uses a notion of progress to delete states from internal memory during state space exploration and thereby reduce peak memory usage. The sweep-line algorithm relies on the use of a priority queue where the progress value assigned to a state determines the priority of the state. In earlier implementations of the sweep-line method the progress priority queue is kept in internal memory together with the current layer of states being explored. In this paper we investigate a scheme where the current layer is stored in internal memory while the priority queue is stored in external memory. From the perspective of the sweep-line method, we show that this combination can yield a significant reduction in peak memory usage compared to a pure internal memory implementation. On an average of 60 example instances, this combination reduced peak memory usage by more than 25% at the cost of an increase execution time by a factor 2.5. From the perspective of external memory state space exploration, we demonstrate experimentally that the state deletion performed by the sweep-line method may reduce the I/O overhead induced by duplicate detection compared to a pure external memory state space exploration method.
Introduction
A large collection of explicit state space-based methods for software verification has been developed relying on various paradigms to make the approach feasible in presence of the inherent state explosion problem. Of particular relevance in the context of this paper are methods that delete states from internal memory to free storage resources during state space exploration, and methods that use external memory to increase the storage resources available.
Deleting states from memory during state space exploration to free storage resources is the paradigm underlying state caching [13] , the to-store-or-not-store method [3] , and the sweep-line method [5] . The basic idea of the sweep-line method is to exploit a notion of progress exhibited by many systems. Exploiting progress makes it possible to explore all reachable states while storing only small fragments of the state space in internal memory at a time. This means that the peak memory usage is reduced. Progress in a system can originate from, e.g., phases in a transaction protocol, sequence numbers, control flow, and retransmission counters. The foundation of the sweep-line method has been developed in several papers [5, 15, 10] and the method has been implemented in the ASAP verification platform [19] and the LoLA tool [17] . The sweep-line method has been applied for the software verification, in particular in the domain of protocols [11, 12, 14, 18] .
Increasing the resources available for storing the set of visited states is the paradigm underlying external memory model checking algorithms. Checking whether a newly encountered state has already been explored (i.e., performing duplicate detection) then ultimately involves costly I/O operations. Most external memory algorithms are based on the idea of delayed duplicate detection: duplicate detections are not interleaved with state explorations but instead grouped together to reduce I/O overhead. From an I/O perspective this replaces multiple "random" accesses by a single file scan. Breadth-first search [6] is a typical exploration algorithm that can be efficiently coupled with that strategy. Another approach to reducing the I/O overhead of duplicate detection is to use partitioning [2] and store the set of currently visited states (and unprocessed states) in a set of files (e.g., one file for each partition). A single partition is then loaded into memory at a time. When no more processing is possible for the currently loaded partition, it is moved to disk and another partition is loaded into memory for processing. Both the breadth-first and partitioning approaches will be compared to our new algorithm in this paper.
The primary contribution of this paper is the idea of combining the sweep-line method with the use of external memory, and to conduct an extensive experimental evaluation based on an implementation in the ASAP platform [19] . Our experimental results show that our approach can be viewed as both an improvement of the sweep-line method (reducing peak memory usage) and of external memory algorithms (reducing I/O overhead). A secondary contribution is the identification and experimental evaluation of an external memory priority queue [4] in the context of explicit state model checking. Our algorithm can also be viewed as a state space partitioning algorithm that uses the progress notion of the sweep-line method to partition the state space, but this partitioning is used internally in the external memory priority queue in contrast to the explicit partitioning approach [2] . We thus do not have to deal with it explicit in contrast to other external memory model checking algorithms.
Outline. In Sect. 2, we introduce the required background on the sweep-line method and external memory algorithms, and we present some initial experimental results that made us pursue the combination of the sweep-line method with the use of an external memory priority queue. In Sect. 3 we present the sweep-line algorithm that uses external memory, the data structure used to realise the priority queue in external memory, and we give a theoretical analysis of the I/O complexity of the algorithm. Section 4 presents the results from the experimental evaluation of our algorithm. Finally, in Sect. 5, we sum up the conclusion and discuss future work. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic ideas of explicit state space exploration methods.
The Sweep-line Method and Motivation
For the presentation, we assume a universe of system states S, an initial state s 0 ∈ S, and a successor function succ : S → 2 S . We want to explore the state space implied by these parameters, i.e., the triple (R, E, s 0 ) such that R ⊆ S is the set of reachable states and E ⊆ R × R is the set of edges defined by:
The progress exploited by the sweep-line method is formalised by providing a progress measure as defined below.
Definition 1 (Progress Measure).
A progress measure is a tuple P = (O, , ψ) such that O is a set of progress values, is a total order on O, and ψ : S → O is a progress mapping. P is monotonic if ∀(s, s ) ∈ E : ψ(s) ψ(s ). Otherwise, P is non-monotonic A progress mapping implies a partition of edges upon progress edges marking a system step that increase the progress value (i.e., edges (s, s ) with ψ(s) ψ(s )); stationary edges connecting states having the same progress value; and regress edges that decrease the progress value (i.e., edges (s, s ) with ψ(s ) ψ(s)).
The progress measure used by the sweep-line method can either be obtained based on a structural analysis of the model or it can be provided by the user/analyst based on knowledge about the modelled system. It is important to note that the sweep-line method can use any mapping from states to progress values. In particular, there is no proof obligation associated with a provided progress measure for the sweep-line method to work.
The operation of the sweep-line method is illustrated in Fig. 1 which depicts a generic snapshot during state space exploration. The progress mapping partitions the state space into layers where all states in a given layer shares the same progress values. State space exploration starts from the initial state s 0 and states are processed (i.e., successor states calculated) in a least-progress first-order using a priority queue to store states that are still to be processed. At any given moment, the state space being explored is divided into three regions: past layers (where all states have been processed), current layer , and future layers. The heuristic assumption underlying the sweep-line method is that the system makes progress which means that no states in future layers will have edges going back to states in the current or past layers. This means that once all states in the current layer n have been processed, then these can be deleted from memory, and the states in layer n + 1 can now be processed. This heuristic assumption is indeed valid if the progress measure used in monotonic (which can be checked on-the-fly during the state space exploration). If the progress measure is nonmonotonic, i.e., there exists regess edges leading from a state s to a state s such that the progress value of s is larger than the progress value of s , then the sweep-line method will mark s as persistent which means that it can never be deleted again. The sweep-line method then uses multiple explorations (called sweeps) of the state space where new persistent states added in the current sweep are used as roots in the subsequent sweep. In case of non-monotonic progress measures, the sweep-line method may therefore explore parts of the state space multiple times. As proved in [15] , complete state space coverage and termination is guaranteed. Peak memory usage is reduced with the sweep-line method compared to conventional state space exploration due to the fact that states in past layers are not stored in memory. The actual peak experienced with the use of the sweepline method is influenced by the number of states in each layer, the number of states generated in future layers, and the number of persistent states. A heuristic for getting a low peak memory usage is to keep the layers small and also ensure locality so that not too many states are pushed into future layers as these also need to be stored in memory. The initial hypothesis underlying the work presented in this paper was that in many cases the individual layers contains few states, but a substantial number of the states stored in memory are states in future layers that will not be processed until much later in the state space exploration. It would therefore be potentially useful to store the states in future layers in external memory instead of internal memory.
To initially investigate this hypothesis, we report below on some statistics we collected using the ASAP [19] verification tool. We ran the sweep-line algorithm on a number of models from the BEEM database [16] and recorded for each run: -M c+p+f -The peak memory usage during the state space exploration
1 . -M c+p -The peak memory usage when not counting states in future layers.
-M c -The peak memory usage when not counting states in future layers and persistent states in past layers.
Hence, M c+p is insensitive to the quantity of states in future layers while M c is also insensitive to the quantity of persistent states found so far. Obviously it holds that M c+p+f > M c+p > M c . We have plotted on Fig. 2 , the values M c+p and M c for a number of models. Both values are expressed relatively to M c+p+f which is given a value of 1. For instance, for model pgm protocol.8, we have M c+p ≈ M c ≈ 0.11 · M c+p+f . Table 1 also gives, for each of these models, the proportion of regress (Reg.), forward (Fwd.) and stationary (Sta.) edges. Figure 2 shows that there is indeed some room for improvement. For example, the state space of model needham.4 has 6, 525, 019 states. The progress measure used is very successful in clustering the state space as attested by the fact that the largest layer only contains 420 states. However, the peak memory usage of the algorithm still reaches 1, 339, 178 states and since the state space does not have any regress edge, this means that a huge proportion of states memorised by the algorithm are states belonging to future layers that will not be processed immediately. Moreover, the distribution of edges indicates that even in the extreme case where we only keep in memory the states of the current layer (i.e., with a peak memory usage of 420 states), only 30.5% of the edges will generate an I/O since 69.5% of edges connects states 14.7 % 60.7 % 24.6 % within the same layer and that should be simultaneously present in memory.
Note that this distribution is somehow surprising since we would expect from the small layer sizes to instead have a large majority of forward edges. The initial investigations reported above indicated that states stored in future layers can be a main determining factor in terms of peak memory usage and that storing future layers instead in external memory would be beneficial (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, compared to a pure external memory state space exploration algorithm, the deletion of states in the past layers would potentially be able to reduce the I/O overhead as there would be fewer states for which duplicate detection needs to be performed ( Table 1 ). The latter is certainly the case when the progress measure is monotonic, and in case of non-monotonic progress measure the I/O overhead may be reduced in cases where there are not too many states being re-explored.
Using an External Memory Priority Queue
We introduce in this section a new algorithm that combines the sweep-line method with the use of external memory. Details are also given on the external priority queue data structure we use, as this represents a central component of our algorithm. Moreover, the description of this data structure is required to have a better insight on the I/O complexity of our algorithm which is examined in the last part of this section.
Description of the Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents a sweep-line algorithm that uses an external priority queue Q to store future layers and persistent states. The algorithm maintains the following data structures:
-The disk files AP, P, and N P contain, respectively, the set of all persistent states found so far; the set of persistent states discovered by the current sweep; and the set of new persistent states obtained by making the difference of the two first ones. AP := ∅
3:
Q := {s0}
4:
detectNewPersistent () 7: procedure sweep is 8:
while Q = ∅ do φ := minProgress (Q) 13: while φ = minProgress (Q) do 14:
H := H ∪ {s }
17:
U := U ∪ {s }
18:
expandLayer () 19 : procedure detectNewPersistent is 20:
N P := P \ AP
21:
AP := AP ∪ N P
22:
Q := ∅ 23:
for s ∈ N P do 24:
Q := Q ∪ {s} 25: procedure expandLayer is U := U ∪ {s }
33:
else if ψ(s ) ψ(s) then 34:
else 36:
Q := Q ∪ {s } -An internal memory hash table H contains, during a sweep, states of the currently processed layer and a set U ⊆ H contains states to be processed by the algorithm. Both are present in internal memory. -An external memory priority queue Q stores, during a sweep, states in future layers. This structure also has some internal memory part as described later in this section.
The main procedure alternates between sweeps exploring the state space and detection of new persistent states. A sweep may indeed find new persistent states through the exploration of regress edges and the purpose of procedure detectNewPersistent is to determine whether these are actually new or have already been found during previous sweep(s). This set of new persistent states, N P, is computed by removing all persistent states found during previous sweeps (AP) from the set of persistent states discovered during the last sweep (P). It is then inserted into AP and all its elements put in the priority queue Q to serve as root states during the next sweep. The difference of the two sets can be efficiently implemented by first loading P into H, and then reading states from AP one by one to remove them from the table. If P is too large to fit in memory an alternative is to first sort the states in P which can be done efficiently in O(N · log 2 N ) I/O operations [1] and then merge the two files.
An iteration of procedure sweep first loads in an internal memory hash table H all states of Q sharing the same minimal progress value. These states are also added to U to be processed by procedure expandLayer. Once this procedure has finished, sweep can terminate if the priority queue has been emptied or otherwise move to the next layer.
Procedure expandLayer works as a basic exploration algorithm operating on a queue of unprocessed states U and storing visited in an hash table H. The only difference is that when a state s has a different progress value than the one of the state s it is generated from, s is put in the priority queue Q if it belongs to a future layer or in the set of persistent set P if it belongs to a past layer.
External Priority Queue Data Structure
A priority queue is a data structure that must support two operations: an insert operation; and a deleteM in operation that removes and returns from a queue the smallest state (i.e., with the smallest progress measure in our case).
We use an external data structure introduced in [4] . The structure is described in Section 3.1 of the referenced article. Our choice is mainly motivated by the simplicity of this data structure and the fact that it achieves a nearly optimal I/O complexity. This priority queue is a two level data structure with smallest states being kept in internal memory and others in external memory. Figure 3 is a graphical representation of its organisation. The internal part can be implemented with any data structure that efficiently supports insert, deleteM in and deleteM ax operations. For instance, a balanced binary tree matches these requirements and we will assume this choice hereafter. The internal memory part is split in two parts: one balanced tree T ins storing states put in the queue via the insert operation and one balanced tree T del used as a buffer to store the last states read from external memory and filled in by the deleteM in operation. It is an invariant property that a state stored in external memory cannot be smaller than a state stored in internal memory (in T ins or T del ). The insert operation puts the new state in T ins . If the size of T ins exceeds a specified threshold denoted T , we remove the B largest states from this tree and write them into a new disk file as described below.
The deleteM in operation removes and returns the smallest state kept in internal memory in one of the two balanced trees T ins or T del . If the state is taken from T del the deletion can then trigger disk accesses as described below.
Let us now describe the organisation of the external memory part of this data structure. It consists of an array of disk files. Each disk file is a sorted list of states, the smallest state first. This array is organised in levels. Each level consists of µ disk files: level 0 contains files 0, . . . , µ − 1, level 1 contains files µ, . . . , 2 · µ − 1 and so on. Following an insert operation, we may have to write B sorted states to a disk file of level 0. If there is no free slot at this level, all files of level 0 are merged resulting in a new sorted list that is written to a disk file of level 1. If level 1 is also full, we first have to merge level 1 into a new disk file of level 2 and so on. Hence, a disk file of level l ≥ 0 always contains at most B · µ l states. The next unprocessed K states (i.e., to be removed from the queue via the deleteM in operation) of every file are kept in internal memory in the binary tree T del . If, following a deleteM in operation, T del does not contain anymore any state of a specific disk file, the K next states of this file are read and inserted in T del . The correctness of deleteM in stems from the fact that (1) files are sorted and (2) all the smallest unprocessed state stored in external memory are in T del .
The dashed arrow of Fig. 3 describes the operation sequence performed after a state insertion. If the memory tree become full, i.e., contains T states after the insertion, the largest B states must be sorted and written in a disk file associated with a slot of level 0. Since this level is full, we first have to merge its slots in a slot of level 1, which for the same reason implies to merge the slots of level 1 in the last slot of level 2 which is free (arrow 1). We can then merge level 0 in the first slot freed by the previous operation (arrow 2) and finally write the B largest states of T ins in the first slot of level 0 (arrow 3).
This data structure occupies at most T + K · f states in internal memory where f is the maximal number of disk files simultaneously in use (T for T ins and K · f for T del ). Although f is theoretically unbounded, it grows logarithmically, hence it is not a problem in practise.
I/O complexity
We now examine the I/O complexity of our algorithm. Theorem 1. Let F be the number of forward edges, P be the number of persistent states computed by Alg. 1 (i.e., set AP) and w be the number of sweeps performed by the algorithm (i.e., calls to procedure sweep). Algorithm 1 with the external priority queue data structure presented in Sect. 3.2 and parametrised by levels of size µ and an internal memory buffer of size B performs at most P · (w + 2) + w · F · 2 · log µ F B + 1 state I/Os. Proof. A persistent state is read and written once in N P. It is then read from AP during each subsequent call to procedure detectNewPersistent (invoked once for every sweep). This procedure thus performs at most P · (w + 2) state I/Os.
Since only forward edges generate states put in the priority queue Q, the size of this structure is bounded by F . The largest level containing disk files is the smallest integer l m satisfying: µ · i∈[0..l m ] µ i · B ≥ F where µ i · B denotes the number of states stored in each disk file of level i.
The destination state of a forward edge is written once in a file of level 0 and then due to level merging, it can be moved l times from any level i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1} to level i + 1. This implies at most 2 · (l + 1) I/Os per state. Since each sweep performed by the algorithm can explore all the F forward edges, it follows that the overall number of state I/Os performed to maintain the priority queue is bounded by w · F · 2 · log µ F B + 1 . For the sake of comparison, we give in Table 2 the I/O complexity of two other external memory algorithms: BFS ext , the external memory breadth-first search from [6] and PART, a state space partitioning based algorithm from [2] . [6] S
This work P · (w + 2) + w · F · 2 · log µ`F B + 1Ś = states in the graph C m = max. over all partitions p of cross edges with a destination in p F = forward edges P = persistent states computed by Alg. 1 h = height of the graph w = sweeps performed by Alg. 1
Using BFS ext , a state will be written once in external memory when first met, and then read once during each of the subsequent duplicate detections. Since the algorithm performs exactly one duplicate detection per BFS level, a state s will be read at most h times where h is the height of the graph, i.e., the number of BFS levels.
An important parameter for the I/O complexity of PART is the number of cross edges implied by the partitioning function mapping states to partitions. A cross edge is an edge linking to states belonging to different partitions. To give a better insight of its complexity we recall that the principle of algorithm PART is to cluster the state space using a partition function and to store each partition in a single disk file. During the exploration, only one partition is loaded in memory at a time. Any cross edge (s, s ) visited by the algorithm is eventually followed by the reading of the disk file associated with the partition of s to check whether s is a new state or not. With this algorithm, a state will be written once in external memory when first met and then read again each time the partition it is stored in is loaded in memory, hence at most C m times where C m is the maximum over all partitions p of cross edges with a destination in p.
In the case of BFS ext , the bound given is usually close to the number of I/Os actually performed while the practical I/O complexity of PART is in general much smaller than the theoretical bound we give here. The proportion of cross edges has nevertheless a large impact on its performance. Similarly, the bound of Algorithm 1 may seem high at first sight since the number of sweeps performed by the algorithm is bounded by the number of regress edges. However, in practise, w is usually low, typically less than 10. This is precisely why the sweep-line method works well in practise for a wide range of models. First because the progress measure provided usually generates few regress edges. Second because it is very seldom that a single sweep identifies only one new persistent state which in turn means that the number of iterations performed is usually not correlated to the number of regress edges. Moreover, the upper bound we give here does not take into account caching effects that might further decrease the amount of disk accesses. This occurs when the destination state s of a forward edge is already present in T ins when the edge is explored. Then the queue is unchanged.
Experimental Evaluation
We have implemented the external memory algorithm introduced in Sect. 3 in the ASAP verification platform [19] and experimented with models of the BEEM database [16] . We followed the procedure described in [8] to automatically derive a progress measure from the full state space. Our progress measures project the state vector of the system to a subset of its components. This subset is selected with a heuristic that aims to limit the proportion of regress edges.
We compared our external algorithm (denoted SL ext ) to the internal memory sweep-line algorithm of [15] (denoted SL) and to the external memory algorithms BFS ext [6] and PART [2] combined with the dynamic partitioning strategy we introduced in previous work [7] . For each model, we first ran SL and SL ext , and then BFS ext and PART giving them the same memory amount that was used by SL ext . The priority queue of SL ext has been parametrised as follows: µ = 10, T = 20, 000, B = 10, 000 and K = 1, 000. We recall that the memory usage of the priority queue data structure is bounded by T + K · f where f is the maximal number of files simultaneously in use. We also experimented with different comparable (wrt. memory usage) parameter configurations but since this had few consequences we selected the configuration above.
The 43 instances we selected all have between 1,000,000 and 50,000,000 states and each instance has from 1 to 6 progress measures. This selection resulted in 125 pairs (model instance, progress measure) analysed. Out of these 125 pairs we only kept those for which SL ext consumed significantly less memory than SL (selected to be 5 times less the consumption of SL) and leave out the other pairs. Keeping instances for which both algorithms consumed a comparable amount of memory would indeed not be relevant to study the performances of SL ext and may moreover lead to a biased analysis. This second filtering resulted in 60 pairs of which we picked out a representative set of 16 instances to be presented in this section. These models are listed in Table 3 together with some experimental results obtained with algorithm SL ext . Peak memory corresponds to the maximal number of states stored in internal memory during the search (regardless of their location). Revisit factor is the number of states visited by algorithm SL ext relative to the number of states in the state space (i.e., column States). Columns Visited gives the number of edges visited by algorithm SL ext . It may then be larger than the number of edges in the state space if the revisit factor is larger than 1. The last three columns give the distribution of these visited edges upon regress, forward and stationary edges.
Comparison of memory usage and disk access. Figure 4 compares SL ext to SL with respect to peak memory usage and to PART with respect to state I/Os. We deliberately left out data of algorithm BFS ext in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . As attested by Table 4 , BFS ext was not competitive on these models and including its results in the figures would have reduced their readability. We gave the data observed with SL ext or PART a reference value of 1. For example, with instance firewire tree.5, SL ext used 5-6% of the internal memory used by SL and performed 10-12% of the state I/Os performed by PART.
The conclusions we can draw from Fig. 4 are rather positive as the general trend in that SL ext consumes significantly less memory than SL while performing less disk accesses than PART. The comparison of SL and SL ext confirm our initial intuition that SL is sometimes unable to significantly reduce the peak memory Table 3 .
usage although the progress measure used efficiently divides the state space upon multiple progress layers. Out of the 16 instances we selected, our algorithm performed a comparable number of I/Os with respect to PART on 2 instances: elevator2.3 and synapse.7. The high proportion of forward edges (that increases disk accesses performed by SL ext ) combined with the special shape of their state space (wide and short) which makes them especially suited for PART can explain this difference. The figure indeed attests that the shape of the graph has an impact on the disk accesses performed by the two algorithms. The advantage of SL ext over PART is more significant when the state space is long and narrow, e.g., for instances plc.4 or rether.6. If we only consider disk accesses, the performances of PART degrade for these models while SL ext is insensitive to that parameter. For some models like cambrige.6 or, to a lesser extent, bopdp.7, Table 3 shows that, it is likely that the relatively high amount of state I/Os performed stems from the revisit factor of algorithm SL ext (whereas PART does not revisit states).
Comparison of execution times. Figure 5 gives the execution times of algorithms SL, PART and SL ext on the same instances. For each model we gave to the slowest algorithm a reference value of 1, and the execution times of the two other algorithms are expressed relatively to this one. We see a correlation between the disk accesses we previously observed and the execution times of SL ext over PART. For most instances on which SL ext performed significantly less disk accesses it outperformed PART. This is the case for instances brp.4, plc.4 or rether.6. Models firewire link.5 and firewire tree.5 go against this trend for reasons explained below. Nevertheless, the conclusions are somewhat disappointing in that the clear advantage of SL ext over PART with respect to disk accesses is less significant when it comes to execution times even though we will see below that SL ext is, on the average, faster than PART. One reason is that SL ext visits more states that PART and the visit of a state implies some non-trivial operations like the computation of enabled events and the generation of successor states. We also profiled the code of some instances, and found out that comparing states according to their progress values -operations that are not performed by PART -contribute to degrade the relative performances of SL ext . This operation is performed not only during state exploration but also during the merging of files operated for maintaining the priority queue. This explains the divergence between disk accesses and execution times for models firewire link.5 and firewire tree.5. On these two models, internal memory operations are the most time consuming operations and disk accesses play a lesser role.
Summary. We conclude this analysis with Table 4 Table 3. cesses than SL ext but the latter is only approximately twice faster than PART for the reasons given above. The table also shows that keeping the priority queue and the persistent states in external memory does not bring an intolerable increase of the run time especially if we relate the increase of the execution time to the important memory usage reduction we observe. This suggests that SL ext can be an interesting alternative when the I/O overhead of PART is too severe and SL fails to reduce peak memory usage even if the progress measure efficiently splits the state space upon multiple small layers. Figures 4 and 5 show that models like brp.4, plc.4 or rether.6 are good application examples for our algorithm. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have explored the combination of the sweep-line method and the use of external memory. The key to this combination is the use of an external memory priority queue for storing states that are not in the current layer of states being processed. Using the benchmark suite of examples from the BEEM database, we have experimentally demonstrated that the combined approach significantly reduced peak memory usage (compared to the conventional RAMbased sweep-line method) and that the combination in many cases also reduces I/O operation (compared to a conventional external memory state space exploration). Furthermore, the reduction in peak memory usage comes with an acceptable run-time penalty caused by the use of the external memory priority queue. An important property of the combined approach is that it is compatible with all existing sweep-line based model checking algorithms as none of these rely on a particular implementation of the progress priority queue. It can therefore be used in the context of safety model checking [15] or LTL model checking [9] . With the use of an external memory priority queue our experiments demonstrate that we are able to unleash more of the potential of the sweep-line method and that reduction in peak memory usage can be significant. A follow-up research question is therefore whether the sweep-line method has more potential memory reduction that can be leveraged, i.e., how close are the provided progress measures in terms of being optimal? For progress measures that are monotonic, the size of the largest strongly connected component is a lower bound on the reduction that can be obtained since all states belonging to a strongly connected component must have the same progress measure. For non-monotonic progress measures it is less obvious how to compute a good lower bound since the presence of regress edges must also be taken into account, and since optimality now needs to take into account both space (peak memory usage) and time (due to re-exploration caused by regress edges). Computing optimal progress measure hence remains an open and highly relevant aspect to explore as part of future work.
We also observe that for preserving termination, it is only required that persistent states are identified during a sweep, put in a separate set, and ignored by the current sweep. The sweep-line can hence move backward and forward, as long as regress edges are taken care of, the sweep-line will eventually converge and the sweep will terminate. This means that any form of queue can theoretically be used although a "strict" priority queue ensures that a sweep cannot revisit states. Starting from this observation, another research direction is thus to evaluate whether relaxing the priority queue requirements can further help reduce disk accesses. This can naturally come at the cost of state revisits meaning that a tradeoff would thus have to be made.
